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Select a chaos and noise free calm and quiet place. When you are planning to construct a broiler chicken
house, you have to select a site which is well-drained with plenty of natural air movement. For setting up
commercial poultry production, it would be better if you have the land of your own. Veterinary aid and
transportation arrangements j. It will help you to clean the house easily. Scope for Layer farming and its
National Importance Poultry is one of the fastest growing segments of the agricultural sector in India today.
Your broiler poultry farming business plan should take into account all the costs of running the business.
Thank you very much, you made my dream come true. With its 1. As poultry production is a prime example
of a vertically integrated agricultural industry, with intensive rearing systems of birds of efficient feed
conversion ratios and products of handy size and ready 4 Page marketability, it is not surprising that it is
currently showing the strongest growth in output of any category of meat. Make a proper ventilation system in
the house. In India, various types of poultry birds are being raised from a long time ago. I found Startupbiz
Global online when I was in desperate need of a business plan. Most broiler chickens are sold to the market
when they are six weeks old. Suitable transportation system is a must. Broiler chicks Feed And Nutrition To
be profitable in the poultry farming business, you have to minimize the costs and the mortality rate, as well as
optimize the target weight of the broiler chickens. I highly recommend their business plans. You have to go
through some step by step process. So, the house must have to be well ventilated. The domestic poultry meat
production is estimated to have increased from less than one million tonne in to 3. Good temperature control
will enhance feed conversion and growth rate, making your poultry farming business more profitable. Average
cost of feed Rs. Thus, egg production and consumption can be higher than when trade restrictions are in place.
The process of poultry integration helps reduce poultry production costs by increasing technical efficiency and
eliminating the margins on feed. This article and business plan is about broilers poultry farming meat
production. Last but not least I would thank my EDC friends for helping me to transfer my simple idea into a
viable business project within these 6 months. The main benefits are listed below. If you have any problems in
downloading and opening the files, email us on shop startupbizglobal. Feeding: Feeding good quality and
nutritious food keeps the poultry birds healthy and productive. However, to build a successful, sustainable
broiler poultry farming business, you require sufficient knowledge of how to efficiently raise the birds, good
management skills, and a good poultry farming business plan. Capital for Broiler Poultry Farming Business
The amount of capital required for the broiler poultry business depends on the scale of the project. There are
numerous local and foreign high quality poultry breeds available in India.


